Medication Carts
Industry-Best In Quality, Durability, Long-Lasting Value

Capsa Medication Carts
Attractive medication cart designs with maximum capacity, configurable drawers, and premium accessories.

- Four styles to match any facility décor
- Accommodate almost all forms of punch cards, automated strip packaging, multi-dose cards
- Matching treatment carts available
- Full line of step-saving accessories
- Full computing options for EMR/EHR (laptop, tablet, all-in-one)
- Fast delivery (stock carts available)

Challenges Answered with Capsa Medication Carts

Q: What year were your existing medication carts purchased? More than 5?
Q: How was quality, on-time delivery, and service from your existing cart supplier?
Q: Do you need fast delivery?
Q: Do you need a matching treatment cart?

Shown are samples of Capsa’s diverse line of medication carts. Contact your Capsa account manager or see www.CapsaHealthcare.com for more.

Avalo®
(UDL shown)
- 3 widths
- Stores any medication system
- 7 accent colors
- Poly construction

Avalo® Woodblend
(PCXL Shown)
- 3 widths
- Stores any medication system
- 2 wood finishes (ash, cherry)
- Poly construction

M-Series
(M4PCL shown)
- 6 widths
- Stores any medication system
- 5 accent colors
- Aluminum construction

Vintage Encore
(VE5PCXL shown)
- 6 widths
- Stores any medication system
- 4 wood finishes (ash, cherry, oak, walnut)
- Aluminum construction

More Information

Remember to ask about complementary treatment carts. Available for Avalo, Woodblend, M-Series and Vintage Encore.

Also Available from Capsa Healthcare

Automated Dispensing Cabinets | Computing Workstations | Medical Carts
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